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A Survey on Wavelet Based High Quality Image 
Compression Techniques. 

 
 

 
Abstract- In this paper we have done literature survey of 
articles for the past many years in order to review and 
explore how various methodologies have been developed 
during this period in order to take care of image 
compression techniques. Image compression techniques, 
particularly non-reversible or lossy ones, are famous to 
grow computationally. A lot of advancement  are there 
due to growth of a lot of economical tools for confirming 
the tenets of supply writing theorems in scientific theory 
that a code for a (stationary) supply approaches 
optimality within the limit of infinite computation 
(source length). The image writing technique referred to 
as embedded zero tree ripple (EZW) is taken as base 
whose modification is considered as the synchronous  
progression of potency and quality. 
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1. Introduction: 
Image compression is that the main application of WT in 
image process. wave compression rule provides higher 
compression/quality than historically used JPEG rule. this 
international commonplace for compression (JPEG 2000) is 
essentially supported scalar quantisation of the coefficients 
of a DWT performed with Daubechies biorthogonal bases. 
several authors have contributed to the sphere, one will 
realize the forerunners and comprehensive papers amongst 
the subsequent references: [10] , (JPEG 2000 coverage from 
2 of 2 members of the JPEG Committee should be noticed  
[16] ). Even multispectral pictures (from satellite mental 
imagery for instance) is compressed with a wave based 
technique, with multi wavelets bases for instance63 . one in 
every of the sooner and most celebrated application is digital 
fingerprint compression wavelet-based commonplace 
adopted by the FBI in 1993 (to store its two hundred 
millions fingerprint records representing regarding 2000 
terabytes) [15]. it's supported an easy scalar quantisation of 
the 64-subband wave coefficients (biorthogonal wavelets of 
Cohen-Daubechies-Fauveau, 1990) and ends up in sensible 
quality pictures with a compression magnitude relation of 
regarding 20:1 [13] . Video compression could be a natural 
extension of the previous results [14]. Still imaging and 
video compression techniques supported WT ar wide 
employed in digital recording and such industrial product ar 
offered for video observation or police work. These product 
create use of dedicated industrial software system (see fifty 
eight for one example amongst various other) hardware (see 
for example the PCI Bus-mastering wave video 
compression/decompression and capture board from XPress 
Plus: http://www.jknelectronics.com/xprspls1.htm) or 

maybe of integrated wave video codec that are currently 
projected by most of IC producers. The implementation may 
be performed with dedicated hardware supported the 
employment of integrated digital signal processors. 
powerfully coupled to compression and transmission, digital 
image watermarking is a very important issue during which 
WT plays its half. Invisible and sturdy information activity 
or embedding takes place in spacial similarly as in 
frequency domain. Vandergheynst et al. show however 
directional wave frames is used for computation of isotropic  
live of native distinction, this live being employed as a 
masking model to facilitate the insertion of a watermark. 
 
2 Literature Review: 
Asad Islam and William A. Pearlman (1998), [1] they 
proposed an embedded stratified image coding algorithmic 
rule of low complexness. It exploits 2 elementary 
characteristics of a picture rework the well outlined 
hierarchical data structure, and energy cluster in frequency 
and in house. The image committal to writing algorithmic 
rule developed here, except being embedded and of low 
complexness, is incredibly economical and is akin to the 
simplest illustrious low-complexity image committal to 
writing schemes obtainable nowadays. 
We introduced a replacement block-based stratified image 
committal to writing theme, the SPECK image programmer. 
The projected algorithmic rule is totally embedded, employs 
progressive transmission and is of low machine 
complexness. The algorithmic rule is straightforward, so 
providing quick encoding/decoding. The results area unit 
akin to the simplest illustrious low complexness image 
coders obtainable nowadays. Moreover, this block-based 
committal to writing theme has the potential for little 
memory usage and work is being tired this regard. The key 
to the algorithmic rule is to properly and with efficiency 
method totally different regions of the reworked image 
supported their energy content. The projected programmer 
may be viewed as associate economical low-complexity 
block entropy committal to writing theme having the a lot of 
fascinating properties of embeddedness, progressive 
transmission and quick encoding/decoding. 
 
Zhitao Lu, et. al (2000), a wavelet ECG data codec based 
on the Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) 
compression algorithm is proposed by Zhitao Lu, et. al. [2] 
The SPIHT algorithm has achieved notable success in still 
image coding. They modified the algorithm for the one-
dimensional (1-D) case and applied it to compression of 
ECG data. The experiments on selected records from the 
MIT-BIH arrhythmia database revealed that the proposed 
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codec is significantly more efficient in compression and in 
computation than previously proposed ECG compression 
schemes and the coder also attains exact bit rate control and 
generates a bit stream progressive in quality or rate. 
We proposed a ECG data compression codec based on 1-D 
SPIHT coding algorithm. We test its performance by coding 
several records in MIT-BIH ECG arrhythmia database. 
These records consists of different rhythms, QRS complex 
morphologies and ectopic beats. The results showed that our 
coding algorithm has following features: 
1. Our algorithm compresses all kinds of ECG data very 
efficiently, perhaps more efficiently than any previous ECG 
compression method. 
2. Embedded bit stream: The user can truncate the bit stream 
at any point and obtain the best quality reconstruction for the 
truncated file size. 
3. Exact bit usage control. The coding and decoding process 
can be stopped at any specified bit rate. 
4. The coding and decoding are fast and easy to implement. 
The high efficiency, high speed, and simplicity (low 
complexity) make the algorithm an attractive candidate for 
use in portable and mobile heart monitoring systems. 
 
Charilaos Christopoulos et. al. (2000), they proposed that 
with the increasing use of multimedia system technologies, 
compression needs higher performance still as new options. 
to deal with this want within the specific space of still image 
secret writing, a replacement commonplace is presently 
being developed, the JPEG2000. it's not solely supposed to 
produce rate-distortion and subjective image quality 
performance superior to existing standards, however 
additionally to produce options and functionalities that 
current standards will either not address with efficiency or in 
several cases cannot address in any respect. lossless and 
lossy compression, embedded lossy to lossless 
cryptography, progressive transmission by pel accuracy and 
by resolution, strength to the presence of bit-errors and 
region-of-interest cryptography, area unit some 
representative options. it's attention-grabbing to notice that 
JPEG2000 is being designed to deal with the necessities of a 
diversity of applications, e.g. Internet, color facsimile, 
printing, scanning, photography, remote sensing, mobile 
applications, medical representational process, digital library 
and E-commerce [3]. 
JPEG2000 is that the new commonplace for still 
compression that's reaching to be in use by the start of next 
year. It provides a replacement framework associated an 
integrated chest to higher address increasing desires for 
compression. It additionally provides a large vary of 
functionalities for still image applications, like net, color 
facsimile, printing, scanning, photography, remote sensing, 
mobile applications, medical representational process, 
digital library and E-commerce. lossless and lossy 
cryptography, embedded lossy to lossless, progressive by 
resolution and quality, high compression potency, error 
resilience and lossless color transformations area unit a 
number of its characteristics. Comparative results have 
shown that JPEG2000 is so superior to existing still 
compression standards. Work remains required in 
optimizing its implementation performance. 
 

Keun-hyeong Park and HyunWook Park, (2002), [4] 
according to them numerous image-coding applications like 
internet browsing, image databases, and telemedicine, it's 
helpful to reconstruct solely a district of interest (ROI) 
before the remainder of the image is reconstructed. during 
this work, associate ROI committal to writing practicality is 
incorporated with the set partitioning in stratified trees 
(SPIHT) algorithmic rule for wavelet-based image 
committal to writing. By putting a better stress on the 
remodel coefficients relating the ROI, the ROI is coded with 
higher fidelity than the remainder of the image in earlier 
stages of progressive committal to writing. the overall thrust 
of this analysis is to spot necessary coefficients in wavelet-
transform domain for the decoder to reconstruct the required 
region. This new methodology provides higher performance 
than the antecedently bestowed ways. 
We incorporated associate ROI committal to writing 
practicality, that modifies the knowledge ordering of the 
SPIHT to put a better stress on the ROI. This was achieved 
while not compromising the rate-distortion performance or 
computation time. The planned algorithmic rule permits the 
user to request associate ROI or many ROIs at any moment 
and calculates a PROI mask that specifies that coefficients 
have a minimum of one ROI descendant among the spatial  
orientation trees. exploitation the PROI and ROI masks and 
dividing the LIP and also the LIS into many LIPs and LISs, 
severally, necessary information for the decoder to 
reconstruct the ROI and also the background will be known 
with none overhead of bitstream. The ROI committal to 
writing is very valuable in interactive client/server 
applications joined through narrowband networks. the best 
advantage of the planned ROI committal to writing is to 
include a brand new practicality whereas its performance is 
competitive with the first SPIHT algorithmic rule. 
 
William A. Pearlman et. al., (2004), [5] they proposed an 
embedded, block-based, image wave rework cryptography 
algorithmic program of low complexness. It uses a 
algorithmic set-partitioning procedure to type subsets of 
wave coefficients by most magnitude with relevance whole 
number powers of 2 thresholds. It exploits 2 elementary 
characteristics of a picture transform—the well outlined data 
structure, and energy clump in frequency and in area. we 
tend to describe the utilization of this cryptography 
algorithmic program in many implementations and show 
intensive comparisons with different progressive coders, like 
SPIHT and JPEG2000. we tend to conclude that this 
algorithmic program, additionally to being extremely 
versatile, retains all the fascinating options of those 
algorithms and is entirely competitive to them in 
compression potency. 
 
Hala H. Zayed et. al., (2012), [6] according to them In 
three-dimensional show supported integral imaging (II) the 
compression of the basic pictures could be a major ought to 
be enforced in real time applications. during this work, they 
planned Associate in Nursing Integral Imaging (II) lossless 
compression software engineer supported three-dimensional 
set partitioning in stratified trees,3D SPIHT. the basic 
pictures are stacked to create a 3 dimensional image. 3D 
moving ridge remodel is performed, then 3D SPIHT 
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cryptography is applied. Simulations are performed to check 
the performance of the 3D compression system. The results 
show that the planned system has superior compression 
Performance compared to a pair of DSPIHT.  
 
S. Sridevi et. al., (2013), [7] according to them medical 
imaging plays a vital role in medical diagnostics. These 
medical images in hospitals and medical facilities occupy a 
lot of space. The massive use of digitized images, the 
compression enables economical storage and fast data 
transfer performed. Over the years, JPEG compression 
method based on the discrete cosine transform have been 
proposed and standardized. To terminate your input image 
that leads to blocking artifacts. In recent years, the wavelet 
transform has won wide acceptance in the image 
compression. Many compression algorithms with wavelets 
as EZW, SPIHT and bacon have been proposed, and they 
can be used for lossy or lossless compression. SPIHT is an 
efficient compression algorithm, which has a better 
performance compared to the other. In this work SPIHT 
based medical image compression algorithm was introduced 
and proved to have better performance over existing 
methods using the quantized coefficients Self Organizing 
Feature Map (SOFM). 
 
Monauwer Alam and Ekram Khan (2013), [8] that work 
to present a listless implementation fully scalable image 
coding based on set partitioning in hierarchical tree 
algorithm. Fully scalable set partitioning in hierarchical trees 
(FSSPIHT) image coding algorithm is a highly effective 
state-of-art technology for the compression of the wavelet-
transformed images and with quality, good compression 
efficiency, complete embedding and rate give scalability. 
However, the use of four ever-growing linked lists, limit 
their applications to achieve high-quality images in memory 
constrained environments. The proposed Listless highly 
scalable set partitioning in hierarchical trees (LHS SPIHT) 
coding is an attempt to implement (FS SPIHT) algorithm 
without lists, the state-markers used with only 4 bits / 
coefficient (on average) to track, maintain pixels , set and 
subsets information. Simulation results show that the 
proposed listless highly scalable SPIHT (FS-SPIHT) 
encoder nearly the same performance as the coding of 
SPIHT and SPIHT FS. It requires considerably smaller 
space in comparison to these encoders and suitable for 
coding for the Transmission over heterogeneous networks. 
 
Mahesh Chandra et. al. (2013), [9] in this work a 
replacement multiple description writing (MDC) technique 
for prime Definition (HD) image is bestowed. The projected 
approach relies on the Set Partitioning In graded Tree 
(SPIHT) formula, that win a high compression magnitude 
relation. during this approach the writing is completed by 
mistreatment SPIHT formula however the image is passes in 
several approach. during this theme initial of all the first 
image is below bear the poly-phase sampling technique to 
come up with multiple descriptions to varied web 
environments. when poly-phase sampling all the 
descriptions square measure passes through SPIHT formula 
however her all the descriptions square measure additional 
divide into range of descriptions. It ends up in having a 

capability to overcome packet losses and remaining the 
reconstructed image with a suitable quality. so as to preserve 
the progressive reconstruction properties for a HD image 
transmission the separate packets of LL band, that having a 
lot of data as compare to alternative bands(property of 
SPIHT) for all the descriptions generated when poly-phase 
sampling. The projected technique is incredibly useful for 
transmission and storing of HD pictures. It is resolve 2 main 
issues happens, one for transmission in error environments 
and alternative, memory needed for storing the information. 
The experimental results square measure given maybe the 
characteristics and verity the potency of the projected 
technique. 
 
Venkatesh VC et al., (2013), [10] SPIHT is 
computationally in no time and among the most effective 
compression algorithms celebrated nowadays. in keeping 
with datum analysis of the output binary stream of SPIHT 
secret writing, propose a straightforward and effective 
methodology combined with variable length encoder 
(Huffman encoder) for additional compression. an outsized 
range of experimental results are shown that this 
methodology saves lots of bits in transmission, additional 
increased the compression performance. 
Proposing a straightforward and effective methodology 
combined with Huffman secret writing for additional 
compression during this work that saves lots of bits within 
the image information transmission. there's terribly wide 
selection of sensible worth for nowadays that have an 
outsized range of image information to be transmitted. 
 
A. Sreenivasa Murthy et. al. (2014) [11] according to them 
with the spurt within the quantity of knowledge (Image, 
video, audio, speech, &amp; text) out there on cyberspace, 
there's a large demand for memory &amp; information 
measure savings. One must bring home the bacon this, by 
maintaining the standard &amp; fidelity of the info 
acceptable to the top user. ripple rework is a very important 
and sensible tool for information compression. Set 
partitioning in gradable trees (SPIHT) could be a wide used 
compression algorithmic rule for ripple remodeled pictures. 
Among all ripple rework and zero-tree division primarily 
based compression algorithmic rules SPIHT has become the 
benchmark progressive algorithm as a result of it's easy to 
implement &amp; yields sensible results. during this work 
we have a tendency to gift a comparative study of varied 
ripple families for compression with SPIHT algorithmic 
rule. we've conducted experiments with Daubechies, Coiflet, 
Symlet, Bi-orthogonal, Reverse Bi-orthogonal and Demeyer 
ripple sorts. The ensuing image quality is measured 
objectively, mistreatment peak signal-to-noise (PSNR), and 
subjectively, mistreatment perceived image quality (human 
beholding, HVP for short). The ensuing reduction within the 
image size is quantified by compression quantitative relation 
(CR).  
 
High performance Arithmetic Coder architecture is proposed 
by Meenu Roy and N.Kirthika (2014) [12] in this work for 
image compression. This arithmetic computer programmer 
design is employed in Set Partitioning. In gradable Trees for 
more compression of the separate rippling rework rotten 
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pictures. The design is predicated on a straightforward 
context model. straightforward context model ends up in 
regular access pattern throughout reading the rippling 
rework coefficients that is convenient to the hardware 
implementation. The arithmetic computer programmer 
contains four core’s to method totally different contexts 
Associate in Nursingd there's an out-of-order execution 
mechanism for various styles of context is planned that 
helps to portion the context image to the idle arithmetic 
cryptography core with different order that of input. many 
dedicated circuits like common bit detector square measure 
employed in the design to more improve the outturn. 
Common bit detector will unroll the renormalization stage of 
the arithmetic cryptography. For low and high updated 
values, the carry look-ahead adder and quick multiplier 
factor divider are utilized within the design that shortens the 
essential path. Associate in Nursing accommodative clock 
switch mechanism is employed which might stop some 
invalid bit planes clock for the facility saving purpose in line 
with the input pictures. Experimental result proves that the 
arithmetic computer programmer design with four internal 
cores having similar design offers higher performance as 
compared with single core design. 
 
3. Set Partitioning Sorting Algorithm: 
This  coding method is based on the ordering data is having 
the execution path of algorithm which is defined by the 
results of the comparisons on its brancing aspects . That is, 
if the encoder and corresponding decoder have the same 
sorting algo. then the decoder can replicate the encoder's 
execution path if it receives the results of the magnitude 
comparisons done in it, and the information can be 
recovered from the execution path. 
One important fact  that is used in the design of the sorting 
algorithm is that we do not need to sort all  the given 
coefficients but we need an algorithm that simply selects the 
coefficients such that 2n ≤ | ci,j | < 2n+1, where n 
decremented in each pass. For any Given n, if |ci;j| ≥  2n then 
we say that a coefficient is significant; else  it is called 
insignificant. This sorting algorithm divides the set of pixels 
into partitioning subsets Tm and performs the magnitude test 
 

max{|ci,j|}≥2n   where (i,j) €Tm 
 
If the decoder finds the condition unsatisfied (the subset is 
insignificant), then it interprets that all coefficients in Tm 
are insignificant. However  if the answer is "yes" (the subset 
is significant), then a certain rule known to the encoder and 
the decoder is used to partition Tm into new subsets Tm;l, 
and the significance test is then applied to the new subsets 
so obtained. This set splition or divison process continues 
until the magnitude test is done to all single coordinate 
significant subsets in order to identify every significant 
coefficient. 
To minimise  the number of magnitude comparisons 
(message bits) we define a set partitioning rule that uses an 
expected ordering is defined by  sub band pyramid  
hierarchy. The main  objective is to create new partitions 
such that subsets expected to be insignificant containing  a 
large number of elements, and its subsets expected to be 
significant if they contain only one element. 

To make the relationship more clear between magnitude 
comparisons and message bits, we use the following 
function 

Sn( T) =   
1,   max{|ci, j|}  ≥  2n

0,   otherwise
 

           
Which indicate the significance of a set of coordinates T. In 
order to simplify the notation of single pixel sets, we write 
Sn({(i; j)}) as Sn(i; j). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Examples of parent-offspring dependencies in the 

spatial orientation tree. 
 
4. Conclusion: 
This paper presents a literature review of the use of various 
techniques for image compression techniques. This literature 
review is very useful, since it brings a better understanding 
of the field of study, and this is an important contribution of 
this paper. From the literature review it can be concluded 
that this subject attracts a great deal of interest by 
researchers and a tremendous algorithms are present related 
to SPIHT based coding in the area of image compression. So 
we conclude that we in future work there are tremendous 
scope of  the application of an advance wavelet transform 
based image compression technique using SPIHT coding 
algorithm  is possible that will result in better compression 
quality for several color images belonging to different file 
format.  
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